
cloudHQ
Real Time Backup of Google Apps
Gmail Label Sharing
Integrate Emails and Other Cloud Apps

cloudHQ and Google Apps for Work provide clients the flexibility they need to keep company employees and 
contractors collaborative, while maintaining the security protocols that IT administrators choose to implement.
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cloudHQ and Google Apps for Work enables IT administrators to:

- backup all Google Apps to cloud storage (Amazon S3, etc.)

- sync and integrate cloud apps with Google Apps (for example, all other apps used 

   in your org can be are consolidated to Google Drive).

- set up Gmail label sharing for your domain  

- intelligently process, convert, and autosave emails and attachemnts



PROTECT YOUR DATA

CONSOLIDATE ALL
OTHER CLOUD APPS FOR
ALL YOUR EMPLOYEES 
TO GOOGLE APPS

GMAIL LABEL SHARING
AND CHAT

Start Free TrialREADY TO GET STARTED?

REAL-TIME BACKUP OF GOOGLE APPS
GMAIL LABEL SHARING

 INTEGRATE EMAILS AND OTHER CLOUD APPS
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Google Apps admin has full control which cloud 
apps to backup or integrate and how. 

Google Apps admin also can create Gmail labels 
and have full control of them. Futhermore, admin 
can create intelligent rules to autosave emails to 
storage.

cloudHQ unique real-time data sync techology 
can protect (and archive) all your Google Apps 
account - but also other accounts used in your 
comany: Salesforce, Slack, Evernote, Onenote, 
Basecamp, Podio, Asana, and more.

ccloudHQ Gmail label sharing is an amazingly 
simple way to way to share useful emails and at-
tachments, assign tasks, and track status on 
support and sales queries. 

Fully configurable solution to fit your clients’ 
desired workflow needs.

There‘s nothing to download- it all takes place in 
the cloud, so there’s never any bandwidth issues.

Free trial.

ABOUT CLOUDHQ
cloudHQ is the only cloud app management solution that synchronizes files between cloud apps, enabling 
employees to collaborate with their team by automatically consolidating and sharing their files through 
Google Apps for Work, their primary cloud infrastructure platform. 


